360 Presidio Tour is a virtual 360 tour through Presidio National Park with special attention given to Inn at the Presidio, Lodge at the Presidio, and the Funston House. A 360 photo or video captures the perspective of space. In our Presidio 360 tour, pause and look around the scene in any direction. The Presidio is beautiful from any perspective; please explore.
APP ICONS GUIDE

This is the name of tour. It takes you back to the home screen when clicked.

MAIN MENU
This is the main menu. Select where you want to start your tour: at the Inn at the Presidio, Lodge at the Presidio, or Presidio Park.

SIDEBAR ICONS
Toggle Navigation - This shows and hides the main menu on the screen.
Fullscreen - This toggles fullscreen on and off for the 360 tour.
Toggle Speech - This toggles text to speech on and off for the 360 tour.

INFORMATION ICONS
Information Icon - This icon opens up an information window that tells you more about a particular scene. On the home screen of the tour the info icon tells you more about the 360 tour.
FOOTER MENU

The footer menu lets you do many different things inside of the tour. Go to the previous scene in the tour, pause and play, rewind video, go to the Presidio Lodging website where you can book a room, return to the home screen, or go to the next scene in the tour.

- **PREVIOUS SCENE**
  Go back to previous scene in the tour.

- **PAUSE/PLAY**
  Pause and then resume playing a scene.

- **REWIND**
  Replays 360 video scenes.

- **BOOK**
  The booking button takes you to PresidioLodging.com where you can book a room at the Inn or the Lodge.

- **HOME**
  The home button takes you back to the home screen.

- **NEXT SCENE**
  Go forward to the next scene in the tour.
TOUR ICONS

TOUR LIBRARY BUTTON
Opens a library of scenes from the current location.

INFO ICON
Opens an information panel about the current scene.

VIDEO BUTTON
Launches 360 video of current location.

AERIAL BUTTON
Opens an aerial drone video clip shot at current location.

STRAIGHT AHEAD ARROW
Move forward, inside, or go to specific point at current location.

RIGHT ARROW
Move right or go to specific point inside current location.
MOBILE 360 TOUR

HOME SCREEN MOBILE VERSION

TOUR INN MOBILE VERSION

MOBILE ICONS

GYROSCOPE MODE
Gyroscope mode senses your direction and movement and adjusts the screen display accordingly.

TOGGLE SPEECH
This toggles text to speech on and off for the 360 tour.

TOUR LIBRARY
Opens a library of scenes from the current location.

HIDE MENU
Hides the main menu system.

SHOW MENU
Shows the main menu system.

INFORMATION ICONS

Information Icon - This icon opens up an information window that tells you more about a particular scene. On the home screen the info icon tells you more about the 360 tour.